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Abstract: This paper argues Cloud Establishment, security enhancement and flexibility in accessing of database 

of cloud network, it makes more secure of cloud consumers and its providers by implementing some new 

technology and software’s in cloud network with the help of Microsoft Windows server 2k12 R2 edition as cloud 

server, Microsoft Exchange server and SNMP, ARP protocols with IMEI no Tracker software for Mobile and 

Tablet users for their data , mails and information’s security reasons and centralized data base accessing in 

everywhere. For some basic security reasons on cloud service distributors and client ends. This paper helps to 

identifying the problems that need to be solved by each mode, namely (1) cloud providers, (2) cloud consumers, 

and (3) cloud brokers. And also prevent cloud network from public Common network attacks and hackers and 

makes a secure connection between cloud server and their client ends. 
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I. Introduction 

Cloud computing has recently reached popularity and developed into a major trend in IT. While industry has 

been pushing the Cloud research agenda at high pace, academia has only recently joined, as can be seen through 

the sharp rise in workshops and conferences focusing on Cloud Computing. Lately, these have brought out 

many peer-reviewed papers on aspects of cloud computing, and made a systematic review necessary, which 

analyses the research done and explains the resulting research agenda. We performed such a systematic review 

of all peer-reviewed academic research on cloud computing, and explain the technical challenges facing in this 

paper. 

II. Literature Survey 

There has been much discussion in industry as to what cloud computing actually means. The term cloud 

computing seems to originate from computer network diagrams that represent the internet as a cloud. Most of 

the major IT companies and market research firms such as IBM, Sun Microsystems, Gartner and Forrester 

research have produced whitepapers that attempt to define the meaning of this term. These discussions are 

mostly coming to an end and a common definition is starting to emerge. 

1) Cloud provider: - A cloud providers are that provides customers storage or software services available via a 

private or public network. Usually it means that storage and software is available for access via internet. 

Companies like CISCO; INFOSYS etc. are provides cloud services. 

2) Cloud consumer: - A cloud consumer is the entity that uses the services like soft ware, Platform, processing 

power etc provided by the cloud. Consumer demands for the services that are required for their work. According 

to their requirement the providers provides services to them. 

3)  Cloud Broker: - A cloud broker is the entity that helps in promotion of cloud services. A cloud broker is a 

third-party individual or business that acts as an intermediary between the purchaser of a cloud computing 

services and the sellers of that service. In general, a broker is someone who acts as an intermediary between two 

or more parties during negotiations. A cloud broker may also be granted the rights to negotiate contacts with 

cloud providers on behalf of the consumer. 

The above characteristics apply to all clouds but each cloud provides users with services at a different level of 

abstraction, which is referred to as a service model.  

 

III. Three Most Common Service Models 

1) Software as a Service (SaaS): this is where users simply make use of a web-browser to access software that 

others have developed and offer as a service over the web. At the SaaS level, users do not have control or access 

to the underlying infrastructure being used to host the software. Google Docs4 is most popular examples that 

use the SaaS model of cloud computing.  

2) Platform as a Service (PaaS): this is where applications are developed using a set of programming languages 

and tools that are supported by the PaaS provider. PaaS provides users with a high level of abstraction that 
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allows them to focus on developing their applications and not worry about the underlying infrastructure. Just 

like the SaaS model, users do not have control or access to the underlying infrastructure being used to host their 

applications at the PaaS level. Google App Engine and Microsoft Azure are popular PaaS examples.  

3) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): this is where users acquire computing resources such as processing power, 

memory and storage from an IaaS provider and use the resources to deploy and run their applications. In 

contrast to the PaaS model, the IaaS model is a low level of abstraction that allows users to access the 

underlying infrastructure through the use of virtual machines. IaaS gives users more flexibility than PaaS as it 

allows the user to deploy any software stack on top of the operating system. However, flexibility comes with a 

cost and users are responsible for updating and patching the operating system at the IaaS level. Amazon Web 

Services is popular IaaS examples. This definition describes cloud computing as having five essential 

characteristics and three service models. 

 

IV. Essential Characteristics 

 On-demand self-service: computing resources can be acquired and used at anytime without the need for 

human interaction with cloud service providers. Computing resources include processing power, 

storage, virtual machines etc.  

 Broad network access: the previously mentioned resources can be accessed over a network using 

heterogeneous devices such as laptops or mobiles phones.  

 Resource pooling: cloud service providers pool their resources that are then shared by multiple users. 

This is referred to as multi-tenancy where for example a physical server may host several virtual 

machines belonging to different users.  

 Rapid elasticity: a user can quickly acquire more resources from the cloud by scaling out. They can 

scale back in by releasing those resources once they are no longer required.  

 Measured service: resource usage is metered using appropriate metrics such monitoring storage usage, 

CPU hours, bandwidth usage etc.  

 

V. Scenario for Establishment of Cloud Connection 

Security is like an achievement for cloud users and for their data centers, we incorporate many software’s, 

techniques, hardware and tools for security reasons. Sometimes we do changes in our network topology and its 

infrastructure use many different operating systems and open source tools. But this paper serves some new 

techniques for securing cloud environment and development of new techniques. We discovered four levels for 

cloud security. 

VI. Security Levels for Cloud and Its Clients 

      

      
For making a secure connection with cloud user should follow all protocols which defines by cloud server which 

helps both of them for reliable services.  

Level 1:- The initial process for connecting the database. When the user tries to communicate the cloud server, 

first the server will check the registered Mac address of client pc through access control list on server and their 

routers.mac address is the best option for addressing user identity. It plays an important role for a secure 

connecting process. After confirming the Mac address further process will come in to play.  

Level 2:- After completion of the first process the next part in the security check is the identification of IMEI 

number. Server will check the IMEI number of the user that was given to the server during registration process. 

When this process ends the cloud server will send an access code on the user cell phone to establish a secure 

connection to the cloud center through a text message. IMEI number is a very useful option because it is a 

unique universally. That terminates the level 2 of the identification process.    

Level 3:- level 3 begins after getting the access code. With the access code identification the server will open 

cloud web portal, then user will type their unique user ID and password. After confirming the desired content 

the process will switch to the level 4.  

•Matching access code of user to access data base server 
cloud Level 4 

•User  Id and Password (seaprate for each user) on web 
portal 

Level 3 

•Sending Secure message through registerd IMEI on cell 
phone Level 2 

•Matching MAC address for  user identity and secure 
connection 

Level 1 
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Level 4:- level 4 is the last phase of security checking and connectivity process. In this process, the server is 

expecting the unique access code that was provided by the server in beginning of the process (level 4). After 

getting the access code user will get connected to cloud server and database center. With termination of the level 

the whole process of security checking will ends. 

   
 

VII. Programs and Tools Used in Security Levels  
Cloud server required a Microsoft windows server 2k12 (2012) R2 edition operating system with updated 

Microsoft windows service pack 2 for windows server 2k12.activedirectory feature will help cloud admin and 

users to deploy services .and to check all the levels of security on both ends. 

1) SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) is used for tracking the location of information packets 

which are transmitting between user and cloud’s ends. 

2) ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) and RARP (Reverse Address Resolution Protocol) are used for locating  

host and its network in public network. 

3) MSPY software is used to send and receive IMEI number information and access code to the cloud server and 

host. The IMEI number is a common identifier in all GSM phones. This includes smartphones like iPhone, 

Samsung Galaxy, BlackBerry, HTC and Nokia Lumia among others. IMEI is a unique number that identifies 

your phone in the GSM network. This in turn lets you or your cell phone operator traces it. All these protocols 

and tools are used in Microsoft Windows server 2k12 R2 edition on cloud data centers. 

 

VIII. Conclusion 

As cloud computing is becoming popular day by day, concerns are about the security issues introduced through 

adoption of this new techniques and model. Cloud computing offers many benefits, but it also is gives a chance 

to threats and data robbers. According to delivery services and its models, essential features of the cloud 

computing are Saas, Paas, and Iaas, data security is the prime aspect of cloud computing. Cloud storage is a 

service in which data is maintained, managed and backed up remotely and make available to users everywhere. 

There are three types of main problems in Cloud Computing, including Data Storage Security, flexibility and 

mobility. In this paper we discussed on cloud establishment, enhancement and data security in cloud network 

which is very essential for cloud consumers, cloud brokers and cloud providers. The main goal is to securely 

store and manage data. To ensure the correctness of users’ data in cloud data storage, and correctness of users 

who can access to the cloud server, we proposed an effective and flexible distributed scheme with some security 

techniques. 
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